Background
SoCKit is used in a constraints-driven random simulation methodology. The user provides constraints that characterize correct interaction between the design under test (DUT) and its environment. Using those constraints, SoCKit generates random stimuli for the DUT; stimuli which mimic a legal environment. The user can also provide biases to cause important corner case behaviors to be exercised more thoroughly during simulation. SoCKit supports constraint-based verification, which uses constraints as proof obligations, environments, stimulus generators, and simulation monitors, and supports an assume/guarantee methodology.
Details
SoCKit compiles constraints into one or more implicitly conjoined BDDs. During each simulation cycle, the BDD nodes are labeled with weights that reflect both the user provided biases and the structure of the solution space of the constraints (both of which can change as a function of the current simulation state). Then the BDDs are traversed to generate a new random stimulus that fits the appropriate random distribution.
A significant performance improvement has been gained by using more than one set of BDDs: based on the current simulation state, the most appropriate set of BDDs is chosen (or constructed on the fly), and used as before to generate a stimulus. The most recent improvement to SoCKit uses word-level synthesis technology to generate BDDs more efficiently.
SoCKit has been used since 2002 in Vera, Vera-light, VCS (native testbench) and Magellan. A companion technology, RACE, from VG complements the SoCKit technology. Together SoCKit and RACE provide the best on-the-fly constraint solving available in the EDA industry. 
Results
The chart below shows the improvement in runtime (in seconds) of word-level SoCKit on a set of benchmarks, compared to the previous generation of SoCKit. 
